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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to develop anthropological and science-based
curricula that will emphasize a place-based approach while actively engaging
students in their education. I developed two curricula for elementary aged
students in San Bernardino. The first curriculum was based anthropologically on
the local history of indigenous groups and early San Bernardino history. The
second was based on paleontology here in California with a focus on dinosaurs
and fossils.
To improve and validate the curricula I sent the examples to educational
experts and had them critique the lessons and information provided. Then I used
their input to improve the curricula to provide lessons that help teachers with the
required units they have teach to the students.
The results of this project are, I created two curricula that can be used in
my presentation business. The first being early San Bernardino history and the
other being Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These curricula are meant to
provide teachers with extra resources when teaching these units and to give the
students a fun way to learn these subjects required by the standards from State
of California teaching guidelines. The results data from the experts guided the
building of my curricula on early San Bernardino history and California dinosaurs
and fossils.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The goal of this project is to develop anthropological and science-based
curricula that will emphasize a place-based approach while actively engaging
students in their education. Hopefully, this graduate project will help San
Bernardino teachers augment their paleontology, indigenous peoples, and San
Bernardino history units with locally based information. Under the guidance of
my Interdisciplinary Committee members, I will create two curricula on California
paleontology and early San Bernardino history. Specifically, the goal of this
project will be to develop two curricula for elementary aged students in San
Bernardino. The first curriculum will be one based anthropologically on the local
history of indigenous groups and early San Bernardino history. The second will
be based on paleontology here in California with a focus on dinosaurs and
fossils. Each will be able to be conducted in a day for a whole cohort of students
with the help of the teachers. The classes will be rotated every hour so the
whole cohort can be accommodated. They will have a presentation, an in-class
museum, a hands-on outside excavation, an art component, and watch a
documentary. The curricula will be reviewed by relevant educators, and the
curricula will incorporate the suggestions of those reviewing, hopefully adjusting
the curricula so that the students and teachers will have a well-rounded
understanding of the local information regarding this subject matter.
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Chapter two the review of literature is divided into three main components.
The first component is the educational approaches and information that is
appropriate for building curricula. I divided this section into five parts bases on
the educational theories and content that I believe will help the students
understand the material. The theories and approaches explored are
constructivism, critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual
approaches, and place-based approaches. The second and third components of
this review are the information I will use to construct the PowerPoints for the
curricula. This literature will consist of information that appropriately describes
early San Bernardino history and paleontology for the PowerPoint presentations.
Chapter three the methodology of this project is to create an early San
Bernardino history and California dinosaurs and fossils curricula for students in
elementary school. Then I will send the curricula to experts and have them
critique the lessons and information provided. After I will use their input to
improve the curricula to provide lessons that help teachers with the required units
they have teach to the students.
Chapter four the results of this project is to create two curricula that will be
used in my presentation business. The first being early San Bernardino history
and the other being Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These curricula are
meant to provide teachers with extra resources when teaching these units and to
give the students a fun way to learn these subjects required by the standards
from State of California teaching guidelines. The results data from the experts
will guide the building of my curricula.
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Chapter five the conclusion of this project was to create two curricula that
will be used in my presentation business. The first being early San Bernardino
history and the other being Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These
curricula are meant to provide teachers with extra resources when teaching
these units and to give the students a fun way to learn these subjects required by
the standards from State of California teaching guidelines. I believe with the help
of my graduate committee members, the experts with their suggestions, and the
current literature I created educational and exciting curricula for the students. I
also suggest the potential for future research. This would be adding to the
curricula as new information comes to my attention or new types of presentations
are created for me business.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of literature is divided into three main components. The first
component concerns the educational approaches reviewed including information
that is appropriate for building curricula. I divided this section into five parts
based on the educational theories and content that I believe will help the
students understand the material. The theories and approaches explored are
constructivism, critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual
approaches, and place-based approaches. The second and third components of
this review are the information I will use to construct the PowerPoints for the
curricula. This literature will consist of information that appropriately describes
early San Bernardino history and paleontology for the PowerPoint presentations.

Constructivism Approach

By integrating constructivism theory with critical pedagogy, I can create
curricula that emphasizes local information and history. This will help the
students build on information they already know and learned from their parents,
schools, culture, and the community. Nola and Irzik (2006) state “Constructivism
is a theory in education that recognizes that learners construct new
understandings and knowledge, integrating with what they already know. This
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includes knowledge gained prior to entering school” (p.175). This strategy
should help the students to feel like they already know some of the information,
giving them a strong foundation to build on. These San Bernardino elementary
curricula should take into consideration the multi-culturalism that built our local
culture from its founding. The San Bernardino area has had indigenous,
religious, and political influences from many parts of the world that the students
see every day in the world around them. These influences have helped shape
their understanding of our area and our history. This is a goldmine of information
that can be a starting point for the units. For example, “Enculturating may, at
first, appear to have little to do with learning. But it is, in fact, what people do in
learning to speak, read, and write, or becoming school children, office workers,
researchers, and so on. From a very early age and throughout their lives,
people, consciously or unconsciously, adopt the behavior and belief systems of
new social groups. Given the chance to observe and practice in situ the behavior
of members of a culture, people pick up relevant jargon, imitate behavior, and
gradually start to act in accordance with its norms. These cultural practices are
often recondite and extremely complex. Nonetheless, given the opportunity to
observe and practice them, people adopt them with great success” (Brown,
Collins, and Duguid. 1989, p.36).
I want to build curricula based on local scientific and cultural studies so
that multiethnic students from our area can better relate to the information
presented. Learning based on how they were enculturated in our multicultural
learning environment, builds on what they already know. If a student sees local
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placenames and humans that look like them, they can relate it to things they
have already learned. I will do this with the hope of stimulating their minds to
investigate while adding to this prebuilt educational foundation. This planning
assumes that, “The growing multiculturalism and diversity of cities require
innovative planning solutions and ‘culturally inclusive planners’” (Thomson, 2003,
p.275), an approach I will take into account while building my curricula, hopefully
making them as culturally inclusive as possible.

Critical Pedagogy

Teaching and building these curricula applying the implications of critical
pedagogy will help me to create a well-rounded curriculum that will serve the
students well. “A critical pedagogical vision grounded as it is in social, cultural,
cognitive, economic, and political contexts understands schooling as part of a
larger set of human services and community development. Any viable vision of
critical education has to be based on larger social and cognitive visions. In this
context, educators deal not only with questions of schooling, curriculum, and
educational policy, but also with social justice and human possibility.
Understanding these dynamics, critical educators devise new modes of making
connections between school and its context as well as catalyzing community
resources to help facilitate quality education with an impassioned spirit”
(Kincheloe, 2008, p.6-7). I want to help my community by developing curriculum
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to help students learn science and history in the local context that they can relate
to their own background and environment.
Knowing students all come from different backgrounds and are being
taught in the dominant power structure of western thought is important to realize
when starting to use a pedagogical approach in writing a local science and
history curriculum. Critical pedagogy is both a pedagogical approach and a
broader social movement. Critical pedagogy asserts that educational practices
are contested and shaped by history, that schools are not politically neutral
spaces, and that teaching is political. Decisions regarding the curriculum,
disciplinary practices, student testing, textbook selection, the language used by
the teacher, and more can empower or disempower students. It recognizes that
educational practices favor some students over others and some practices harm
all students. It also recognizes that educational practices often favor some
voices and perspectives while marginalizing or ignoring others. Another aspect
examined is the power the teacher holds over students and the implications of
this. Its aims include empowering students to become active and engaged
citizens, who are able to actively improve their own lives and their communities
(Kincheloe, 2008, p.2).
I want to empower the students, keeping in mind that the way I teach can
impact the student’s ability to learn and build on what they are taught. After
studying the history and science curricula, I envision the students using this
information to help them to teach others in the community of its importance.
Hopefully, the units will keep local science and history fresh and attainable and
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maybe even create local experts in the future. I believe it is important to be as
locally inclusive as possible when designing the curriculum to help facilitate these
goals.
Critical theory helps discern obstacles to be aware of when teaching local
science and history, “Critical theory is an approach to social philosophy that
focuses on reflective assessment and critique of society and culture in order to
reveal and challenge power structures. With origins in sociology and literary
criticism, it argues that social problems are influenced and created more by
societal structures and cultural assumptions than by individual and psychological
factors. Maintaining that ideology is the principal obstacle to human liberation”
(Guess, 2020, p.4). If I use a more inclusive ideology filled with multicultural
thought the curriculum should be reasonably free of the obstacles created by a
typical solely traditional western education. Joan Wink (2005) mentions how the
power and problems in life can be looked at to help solve them, using
collaboration, “Critical pedagogy has taught me that power and problems have
one thing in common: There will always be enough for all of us. Think of it this
way: Power and problems are not finite; they are not fixed; and they certainly are
not like a piece of pie—If I give some away, there will be no less for me. Power
is the process of collaborating with others as we seek varied solutions to complex
problems, which are ever changing” (p.1). Critical pedagogy helped me to
realize that historically there was plenty of local problems with teaching western
science and history that I could address, thereby, helping to solve the problem of
not having enough local and multi-cultural information being taught to our
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students. I can do this by collaborating with the studies of local scientists and
historians to create curricula that reflects our area and cultural history, thereby
addressing the problem of over use of common western science and historical
themes. This approach might help students find the power to build on my work
and other local experts to find problems of their own with tomorrow’s science and
history, helping build a better future. Hopefully, this approach will show them
how to collaborate and solve problems with locally grown answers and studies. I
often tell people when describing my work that I plant thousands of homegrown
acorns hoping a few will grow into a great California oak, starting the student on
a journey to become a local anthropologist, paleontologist, or historian to
investigate our areas scientific and historical issues.
To teach local information consistent with critical pedagogy can create a
path for students to love to learn about our local science and history. I could do
this by building on the educational path that led me to be interested in local
studies. So, when building these curricula, I realized I needed to inspire passion
in the students like the local scientists and historians did for me. Joan Wink
(2005) mentions, “Many years ago, I thought that pedagogy was about me,
teaching. I might have even thought that it was the science of me teaching. Now
I think it is far more than that. I think pedagogy is the interaction between
teaching and learning. Good pedagogies give us that electricity we feel when we
are totally focused on the unified process of teaching and learning. Bad
pedagogies are at best boring and at worst painful” (p.25). I want to engage in
the interaction between teaching and learning local information, giving the
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students, teachers, and myself a chance to learn about the area around them.
Then charging the electricity of the learning material by making it fun to teach
and learn about subjects that matter to our local environment.
Ken Robinson and Lou Arnica (2015) mention what are teachers for,
“Formal education has three main elements: curriculum, teaching, and
assessment. Typically, the standards movement is focused on curriculum and
assessment. Teaching is seen as a way of delivering the standards. These
priorities are entirely back to front. It doesn’t matter how detailed the curriculum
is or how expensive the tests are; the real key to transforming education is the
quality of teaching. More than class size, social class, the physical environment,
and other factors, the heart of educational improvement is inspiring students to
learn, which is what great teachers do” (p.100). This means that I need to create
curricula that will fulfill the standards, while also being interesting for the students
to learn. I can achieve this with locally acquired information, energetic teaching
techniques, and hands on learning. This approach should help improve the
quality of my teaching, as well as the students’ ability to learn the subject matter.

Cooperative Groups

In addition, I believe that using cooperative groups can show the students
how working together can be engaging and help solve problems. I always
enjoyed learning in groups and I believe it helps to have others to bounce ideas
off or to help when you’re stuck solving a problem. Costa and Kellick (2009)
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explain how to approach group learning, “Working in cooperative groups provides
the context for learning many other Habits of Mind. One cannot work with others
without the skills of thinking flexibly, listening with understanding and empathy,
thinking about thinking (metacognition), thinking and communicating with clarity
and finding humor. To ensure that the students experience positive
interdependence, teachers need to structure cooperative learning situations in
which children learn the content and are responsible for ensuring that all group
members succeed in the assigned task. The learning task must be structured to
be cooperative and reciprocal. Each member can succeed individually only if all
members succeed collectively” (p.63). For example, for the excavation
component of the curricula, I will structure the components like an actual outside
excavation, so the students have to rely on each other to complete the job. I will
have them divide the responsibilities of the excavation, like it is done in my
profession. Excavator, notetaker, sifter, and map drawer have to work together
to complete the task. Then when the items are excavated and recorded, the
students can work together to identify the 3-D wooden dinosaur or time period
the artifacts represent. How I build these teams can also have an effect on how
the material is learned. They mention, “Purposely structure groups
heterogeneously to supply a rich mixture of cultures, languages, styles,
modalities, points of view, and levels of development” (Costa and Kallick, 2009,
p.63). With the help of the student’s primary teachers, we can together build
groups that are consistent with these suggestions to create stronger teamwork
and learning. “When children work cooperatively together, they learn to give and
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receive help, share their ideas and listen to other students’ perspectives, seek
new ways of clarifying differences, resolving problems, and constructing new
understandings and knowledge. The result is that students attain higher
academic outcomes and are more motivated to achieve than they would be if
they worked alone” (Gillies, 2003, p.35). Students can learn and achieve more
when working with their peers in a well-structured group.

Multilingual Approach

Using a multilingual approach to the curricula might help the students to
relate better to their background. This will also help the students answer the
question, “Who am I?” in relation to science and history. Many of the students I
will be presenting to are fluent Spanish and English speakers and I want them to
understand that language is important to history and that their history matters,
even if the primary language of the area changes. According to Amy Thompson
(2020), “Who am I? This is a question that language learners might pose when
learning one or more languages. The answer to `this question at least partially
depends on the context and what language is being spoken at the time of the
inquiry. How and when positive language interactions are seen, whether an ideal
self is conceptualized for each language or if there is a more salient ideal
multilingual self, if a language is learned just to prove to others that it can be
done or merely out of a sense of obligation – all of these eventualities contribute
to the formation of language learning selves, including the ability to see positive
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interactions between languages. The one certainty is that the answer to ‘Who
am I?’ will be ever-evolving” (p.173).
The San Bernardino area has had a few different primary languages, such
as indigenous languages like Serrano, Gabrielino, and Cahuilla and western
languages like Spanish and English. I want my curricula to reflect these
historical differences so the students can understand that primary languages can
change totally or sometimes be absorbed by another primary language spoken at
the time. Also adding some words in different languages will clarify this change
and historical context. Postman (1995) states, “It does not take very long when
studying the origins of English words before one realizes how much is owed to
the principle of diversity. But I do not think it is sufficient for our students to know
only the English language. If we are serious about making diversity a central
narrative in schooling of the young, it is necessary for our students to learn more
than one language fluently” (p.149). Now I know that a day curriculum cannot
teach a student a new language fluently, but perhaps it can inspire a path. If a
student sees that Spanish used to be a primary language and they speak
Spanish, it could give them a sense of pride to want to learn more. The same
could be said for the indigenous languages, which right now are being reclaimed
by their nations. If a student is expose to placenames and local people with
names from their ancestral culture it might light the flame for them to want to
speak and read that language. Inspiring students to want to learn about their
ancestry and languages to me is one of the main reasons to study history. Also
learning Latin species names of dinosaurs can show how a past primary
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language can have a place in our modern world, even if it is only used in specific
educational contexts or religious activities and texts.

Place-Based Approach

With the primary goal of my scientific and historical curricula being locally
sourced facts and information using a place-based approach, I found John P.
Miller’s approach (2007) to be helpful. He states, “The holistic curriculum should
foster connections between students and community. The most immediate
community for the student is the classroom. Cooperative education, with its
emphasis on learning teams, attempts to foster community within the classroom.
Ideally the school as a whole should be a community, or a sanctuary. It is also
important for the school to extend itself into the surrounding community” (p.148).
The students should relate better to information from the local area versus from a
place far away from them. The local flavors of teaching and learning in the
curricula will complement each other for a better understand of the community in
which the students live.
A place-based learning approach can also help the students relate specifically to
the PowerPoint presentations and the rest of the curricula with information they
have already absorbed from their surrounding community. “Place identity as
accumulated cognitions and affects about the physical environment
encompasses the past and the present. Therefore, one’s environmental past
(i.e., earlier place cognitions of the person) has a significant influence on one’s
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subsequent place identity. Place identity shapes how people come to
understand their world. People’s place experiences are filled with diverse
objects, spaces and places that may or may not satisfy their diverse needs—that
is biological, physical, psychological, social, and cultural needs. As place is a
multifaceted entity, place identity is as well constructed through multidimensional
(including social, cultural, political, physical, biological, historical and
psychological dimensions) interactions in a place” (Lim, 2010, p.899). The
curricula should make a connection between the place, history, and environment
in which the students live. This should make it easier for the students to grasp
and retain the information, because it’s based on what they see around them in
their everyday lives.

Review of the Early History of San Bernardino Literature

The literature I reviewed for this portion of my project is for the PowerPoint
presentation and curriculum on the Early History of San Bernardino. The
PowerPoint presentation will be for fourth grade students but could be used for
other grade levels as well. The presentation will start off with information on the
prehistory of indigenous peoples that lived in or near San Bernardino. Then the
presentation will transition into our city’s early history with the Spanish, Mormons,
and Americans that came to our area. This literature will help the students by
providing a well-rounded understanding of San Bernardino’s early history.
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The first indigenous people I studied were the Serrano, the main nation to
inhabit our area. Kroeber (1925) states, “The Serrano proper, or ‘mountaineers’
of the Spaniards, are the last of four bodies of people that have here been united,
on account of their similarity of dialect, into a ‘Serrano division’ of Shoshonean
stock. Their territory was the long San Bernardino Range culminating in the peak
of that name, and in Mount San Gorgonio, more than 11,000 feet high. Next,
they held a tract of unknown extent northward. In the east this was pure desert,
with an occasional water hole and two or three flowing springs. In the west it was
a region of timbered valleys between rugged mountains. Such was the district of
Bear Lake and Creek. This range is almost a continuation of the San Bernardino
Range. In addition, they probably owned a stretch of fertile lowland south of the
Sierra Madre, from about Cucamonga east to above Mentone and halfway up
San Timoteo Canyon. This tract took in the San Bernardino Valley” (p.615-616).
This quote helps explain the extent of their land and shows they inhabited San
Bernardino and the surrounding areas.
Further, Kroeber (1925) describes the Maarrênga’yam and their name,
“The most frequent name for the Serrano among their neighbors is some
derivative of Mara or Morongo. The Maringayam or ‘Morongo,’ formerly at
Maringa, Big Morongo Creek, whence the designation of Morongo Reservation
near Banning, on which the Serrano are settled among Cahuilla” (p.616). These
Serrano settled there after being displaced from San Bernardino.
This information provided by Kroeber (1925) helps identify the clan that
used to inhabit San Bernardino, he adds, “Along the southern edge of the San
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Bernardino Range, were the Wa’acham of San Bernardino” (p.617). The original
clan was removed from or killed in this area.
The residents of the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, the
Yuhaaviatam are described, “The Yuhaviatam of Yuhaviat (‘pine place’) in or
near Bear Valley” (Kroeber, 1925, p.618). This band under the leadership of
Santos Manuel, left the mountains for the reservation to survive an extermination
campaign in the late 1800’s. This information was reported during the start of
many San Manuel Powwows held yearly at California State University, San
Bernardino.
Kroeber (1925) reports the Serrano origin story, “The Serrano origin
begins with Pakrokitat, from whose left shoulder was born his younger brother
Kukitat. Pakrokitat created men. Kukitat wanted them to have eyes in the back
and webbed feet, and quarreled constantly. It was he that caused death.
Pakrokitat finally left him this earth, retiring to a world of his own, to which the
hearts of the dead go after first visiting the three beautiful Panamam on the
island of Payait. This island and its goddesses were also made by Pakrokitat.
Before the separation of the brothers, the human race, led by a white eagle, had
come from its origin in the north to Mount San Gorgonio. After Pakrokitat
departure, men, under the influence of Kukitat, began to divide into nations,
speak differently, and war on one another. They finally became tired of Kukitat
and decide to kill him. The frog accomplished this end by hiding in the ocean
and swallowing the god’s excretions. Kukitat, feeling death approach, gave
instructions for his cremation; but the suspected coyote, although sent away on a
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pretend errand, returned in time to squeeze through badger’s legs in the circle of
the mourners and make away with Kukitat heart. This happened at Hatauva
(compare Luiseño Tova, where Wiyot died) in Bear Valley. People continued to
fight, until only one man survived of the Maringayam. His Kayuwat wife bore a
posthumous boy, who was reared with his mother’s people, but returned to his
ancestral country, married two Muhaitnim sisters, and became the progenitor of
the Maringayam or Serrano of today” (p.619). This song/story supports the
hypothesis that the Serrano have been in this area for a very long time.
The Gabrielino history in San Bernardino is explained by Bernice Johnston
(1962) with this quote, “Amutskupiavit at Camp Cajon, and Nilengla, near
Arrowhead Springs, were two places where the Gabrieliño said their ancestors
had camped, ‘naked and cold, at the beginning of the world, when the earth was
still soft.’ For every landmark to be seen the Gabrieliño had their own legends or
shared those of their neighbors, clothing nature with the bright fabric of their
dreams and visions” (p.20). Evidence that the Gabrieliño camped in San
Bernardino from very early times illustrates the long history of the Gabrieliño in
San Bernardino. This quote could also help explain the close relationship
between the Serrano and the Gabrielino as they share songs and history in our
area.
Strong (1972) describes the close association between the Cahuilla,
Serrano, Gabrielino and other local nations, “This smaller string of (shell) money
was called by the Palm Springs Cahuilla, napanaa. Thus, there would seem to
have existed a ceremonial union between all Cahuilla, Serrano, Luiseño, and
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Gabrieliño clans who inhabited the territory from the San Gorgonio pass west to
the Pacific Ocean” (p.98). These groups intermarried, and also visited each
other for trading and ceremonial purposes.
Cataldo (2002) mentions why the Cahuilla moved to the San Bernardino
valley, “Chief Juan Antonio was a Cahuilla Indian chief who lived in the area of
Twentynine Palms before moving into the San Bernardino Valley. He became a
true friend of the early San Bernardino settlers, first in helping the Lugo family in
the mid-1840’s ward off horse thieves, and later helping the Mormons colonists
who feared an all-out ‘Indian uprising’ from the desert tribes” (p.10). This quote
shows the connection in historic times between the Cahuilla and San Bernardino.
Weeks (2010) explains how the area changed its name from Gauchama to
San Bernardino, “Gauchama, they called it. Land of plenty. They were the
Native Americans who in ancient times discovered and settled a lush valley
inland from the great ocean. It was a beautiful valley surrounded by mighty
mountains. It was abundant with plant life and game, and rich with both hot and
cold springs. Land of plenty. The name was appropriate. Thousands of years
later, on May 20, 1810, Father Francisco Dumetz, scouting eastward from a
Catholic mission established in San Gabriel, made his own discovery of this
special place. He recorded in his journal: The valley is fertile and there is an
abundance of water, both from springs in the lowlands and from stream-flow from
the mountains to the North and East. The valley is easily located by a mark on
the mountain. This mark is in the shape of a large arrow. Here was a wonderful
new territory in which to extend the churches reach and to bring the gospel
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message to the indigenous people. To him the huge arrowhead shape etched
into the mountainside seemed a sign of divine providence, just as it seemed to
those Native Americans long ago. Father Dumetz, noting that the date, May 20,
is the feast day of St. Bernardine, a 14th-century Italian priest, declared that the
valley would be named San Bernardino” (p.14). This information shows the first
movement from an indigenous land to a transformation into a Spanish name with
an ambition of ownership by the Spanish. It also helps me to understand the
origin of San Bernardino’s name and its significance to the Catholic church.
Belden (1960) helps explain San Bernardino’s founding and the first
western structure built here, “The date of 1810 which appears on the
municipality's official seal commemorates the initial entrance into the San
Bernardino Valley of Padre Francisco Dumetz, a priest from the San Gabriel
Mission who conducted the first Christian worship, gave the valley its name and
erected a small religious structure, or capilla, probably on Bunker Hill at what is
now named De Siena Springs” (p.2). Having the capilla built shows the Catholic
church’s intent for this newly named land, assimilation of the indigenous into the
church, with a claim on the land and resources.
Busby (1997) in describing the period from 1847-1857 explained how the
Zanja irrigation canal was built, “With each Spanish expedition through the valley,
interest grew and in 1819 an outpost of the San Gabriel Mission called the
estencia was built. Mission padres are credited with the name San Bernardino
after the first mass was said there on St. Bernardine’s Day. The padres at the
estencia, today called the Asistencia, commissioned the first irrigation ditch or
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zanja engineered and built by local tribesmen” (p.2). This project helped cement
the Spanish claim on the land by providing water for farming and ranching. It
also integrated some of the local indigenous population into their work force.
Weeks (2010) explains the first white American that came to San
Bernardino area, “Famed frontiersman Jedediah Strong Smith, who in 1826
became the first [white] American to enter California by land, made several
passes back and forth through the San Bernardino Valley, both that year and the
next. His exploits are commemorated in written records of the period and in the
form of statues and memorials throughout the west” (p.18). Cataldo’s research
(2012) of Harrison Rodger’s diary for the history portion of the San Bernardino
City website explains Jedediah Strong Smith’s entrance into the San Bernardino
valley then on to San Gabriel Mission, “They followed the Mohave Indian Trail
from Soda Lake to the San Bernardino Mountains before tromping down into the
wide San Bernardino Valley. After a brief stopover, the ragged, dirty, and halfstarved band of trappers headed for Mission San Gabriel, where they arrived on
November 7, 1826. Jedediah Smith and his men had become the first [white]
Americans to reach California by the overland route” (p.1). Smith’s incursions
would lead the way for the United States interests in the San Bernardino Valley.
Cataldo (2002) provides some history on the Asistencia, “A group of
adobe buildings was constructed around 1830 as a branch of the San Gabriel
Mission. Work was started, but the complex was not fully completed when
secularization forced the padres to abandon the mission establishments in 1834”
(p.17). This information also shows the transformation of values in the area from
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a focus on the Catholic religion to a focus on ranching and farming. Cataldo
(2002) also discusses the Settlement of Politana, “At the south end of ‘K’ Street,
across from San Bernardino Valley College, witnessed numerous historical
events over the years. During the 1840’s this was a rendezvous site for selling
horses by the Californios to the New Mexican traders that were heading back to
the Santa Fe area along the Old Spanish Trail. Later ‘Politana’ (named after an
early settler) became a temporary home for a group of settlers arriving from
Abiquiu, New Mexico. And, after this group moved on to Agua Mansa, this
became the Cahuilla Indian chief Juan Antonio’s village” (p.19). This information
shows San Bernardino transition to commerce and helps explain when the
Cahuilla settled this area.
The Lugos bought Rancho San Bernardino; Cataldo (2002) explains the
history, “Don Antonia Maria Lugo was one of the largest land owners in
California’s Mexican Rancho days. In 1842 he helped his sons and a nephew
secure the Rancho San Bernardino. The Lugos operated the 35,000-acre cattle
ranch until selling out to Mormon settlers in 1851” (p.18). The Lugos tried hard to
make San Bernardino successful but eventually gave up and moved on, selling
to the Mormons. The price for Rancho San Bernardino for the Lugos and the
Mormons is explained by Busby (1997), “The Lugo brothers, also tired of
hardships and harassment, were glad to sell them the San Bernardino Rancho.
The price was $77,500, a debt assumed by Lyman and Rich personally. The
land included most of the San Bernardino Valley, extending to Yucaipa.
Considering the Lugos paid $800 for the Rancho in 1842, this transaction gave
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them a generous profit on their investment” (p.5). With the sale of Rancho San
Bernardino came the transition to the Mormon period of San Bernardino’s history.
Archaeologist Alexandrowicz (1993) in his archeological report mentions
the purchase of San Bernardino and their activities, “To begin their settlement of
the Rancho San Bernardino, the Mormon elders chose one square mile for the
town, to be named San Bernardino after the rancho. Fearing Indian attacks, the
first year a stockade was hastily erected large enough to house one hundred
families. This was located near the site of the present courthouse, on Arrowhead
Avenue, between 3rd and 4th streets. After the Indian threat subsided, many
settlers continued to live in the stockade for a time, while beginning intensive
agricultural endeavors. By 1852, the new settlers had plowed and planted 1800
acres for grain fields and laid out fruit trees and vineyards. The first public
building in San Bernardino was built this same year. It was a two-story adobe
with a shingle roof, and served variously as a post office, council office, school
and church until finally becoming the county’s first courthouse” (p.17). This
information will help the students understand what it was like living in San
Bernardino during this era of farming, constructing a protective fort, and building
the first public building. It also shows these settlers had very little understanding
of local indigenous peoples as they never attacked the fort.
Weeks (2010) states, “In 1853, Jefferson Hunt led a city-mounted effort to
establish San Bernardino County, thus earning the sobriquet ‘Father of San
Bernardino County.’ The following year San Bernardino incorporated as a city
and became the county seat. Amasa Mason Lyman was named first mayor”
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(p.22). This history leads into the westernize era of San Bernardino with the
county and city formally being established.
Cataldo (2002) describes pioneer Amasa Mason Lyman, “Amasa Mason
Lyman was part of Mormon president Brigham Young’s entourage that traveled
to Utah in 1847. In 1851, he was appointed to oversee the establishment of a
colony and way-station in San Bernardino. He served as mayor of the new city in
1854” (p.25). Having our first mayor of San Bernardino being Mormon
demonstrates how important the religion was to the founding of the city.
Busby (1997) describes former slave and pioneer Elizabeth Flake Rowan,
“With the Latter-day Saints came the slaves that had lived with the families all
their lives. Elizabeth Flake Rowan was one of these. Mr. Flake had died prior to
crossing the plains. Mrs. Flake died shortly after their arrival in San Bernardino
and Elizabeth stayed to care for the family until other arrangements could be
made for the children. When a friend commented that Mrs. Flake had finally
gone and Elizabeth would be free, she rebuked her friend and declared that
losing Mrs. Flake was the same as losing a member of her own immediate
family. Elizabeth was well liked and respected by the community. When she
died in 1908, fellow pioneers of all races and creeds attended the funeral and
acted as pall bearers” (p.22). This interesting quote shows an example of a
relationship between a former slave and their owners were not always terrible
experiences and family bonds could develop, though most slaves were treated
badly and as property during this time period. This also shows how multicultural
San Bernardino was at its beginning, just like today.
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William F. Holcomb was a famous man and his descendants would lead
San Bernardino in the future. His contributions to our area are mentioned by
Cataldo (2002), “William Francis ‘Bill’ Holcomb came to California during the
Gold Rush. In 1860, he finally hit the jackpot up in the San Bernardino Mountain
valley now bearing his name (Holcomb Valley). The avid grizzly hunter lived out
the remainder of his life in San Bernardino” (p.33). This quote helps shows the
importance of gold in attracting people to move to San Bernardino in the early
days.
The San Manuel Band of Mission Indians (2020) describe the history of
Santos Manuel, “The origin of the name, San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, is
the result of Yuhaaviatam engagement with colonizing European and American
powers. The first Spanish explorers to the area identified the Yuhaaviatam as a
clan of the Serrano people, the Spanish term for highlander. The Spanish
settlers used the name Serrano to identify the indigenous people of the San
Bernardino highlands, passes, valleys, and mountains who shared a common
language and heritage. The term Mission Indians originated from the 21
missions established by Spanish settlers along California's coast from 1769 to
1823, from San Diego, California to Sonoma, California. After first contact,
Spanish soldiers soon invaded some Serrano villages, removing the people from
their ancient homelands and placing them into the mission system. In the
missions many died from new diseases and the changes in their diet. By the
mid-1800s sweeping change was brought to California and the United States
with the passage of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 and the California
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Gold Rush of 1849. New settlers came to California, radically changing the
Serrano lands with their ranching, farming, and logging. In 1866, unrest came to
the area as militia forces from San Bernardino killed Serrano men, women, and
children in a 32-day campaign. Yuhaaviatam tribal leader Santos Manuel safely
led the remaining Yuhaaviatam from their ancient homelands in the mountains to
the valley floor. In 1891 with passage of the Act for Relief for Mission Indians,
the San Manuel reservation was established and recognized as a sovereign
nation with the right of self-government. The San Manuel reservation was
named in honor of its courageous leader, Santos Manuel, and henceforth the
tribe was recognized as the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians” (p.1). This
information helps describe our local indigenous population and the importance of
Santos Manual’s leadership in their own words free of western stereotypes.
Santos Manuel was called Paakuma by his people. A name I learned from
Paakuma Tawinat, Santos Manuel’s great grandson and a member of the San
Manuel Band of Mission Indians.

Review of the Paleontology Literature

The literature I reviewed for the Paleontology part of the project is for the
California Dinosaurs PowerPoint presentation part of the curriculum. I chose
information and books that relate to California fossils and dinosaurs. This is so
the students could be exposed to history or related fossil discoveries that will give
a localized feel to the curriculum. Though California for much of its history was
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partially underwater, there is still plenty of great ancient discoveries to share with
the students and the teachers. This will help them to learn more about
paleontology, with a strong foundation on what happened here in California and
the world.
Dr. Scott Persons (2019) explains what fossils are, “A fossil is any
preserved evidence left behind by a prehistoric organism. The word fossil
literally means ‘dug up’, and fossils are usually objects or structures found buried
in ancient rock formations. Dinosaur fossils include footprints, eggshells,
coprolites (fossil bowel movements or dung), and in rare instances even skin and
feather impressions. However, most dinosaur fossils are bones. Bones are
partially made of minerals, which do not decay as easily as flesh and other soft
tissues. For this reason, bones have a much greater chance of being preserved
as fossils, and a dinosaur paleontologist needs to know a great deal about
bones” (p.4). Understanding what a fossil is and some of the types of fossils is
usually interesting to students especially when you describe coprolites and talk
about dinosaur dung in a scientific way.
To better understand fossil plants in the time of the dinosaurs Arthur
Busbey (1996) explains, “The earliest plants, Psilophyta, were little more than
creeping roots systems with vertical shoots and no evidence of leaves. Ferns,
Pterophyta, appeared in the Devonian. Their close relatives the seed ferns, and
lycopods, a group of tree-like plants, grew in such abundance by the
Carboniferous that the earliest coal deposits were formed from their remains.
Seed ferns are now extinct but modern ferns are familiar to us all. Despite their
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early success, lycopods are represented today by only three genera. Cycads, a
group of palm-like plants, became relatively common in the Mesozoic era, but are
today represented by only a few species growing in tropical to warm temperate
regions. Conifers, the group that includes fir and pine trees, dominate most of
the Mesozoic and, with the cycads, probably formed the bulk of the diet of plant
eating dinosaurs” (p.106). This information will help the students to understand
that plants were also fossilized and eaten by dinosaurs. It also shows how
different plants dominated the Earth at different time periods.
Rob Colson (2014) describes a feathered dinosaur, “The bird-like
Protarchaeopteryx had feathers but probably could not fly. It’s chest, tail, and
upper legs were covered with downy feathers one inch long. Clusters of long
feathers grew on its arms and the end of its tail” (p.18). This description will help
to explain that many of the dinosaurs had feathers, much like modern day birds
and were ancestrally related.
Describing the Hadrosaurs, Richard Hilton (2003) does an excellent job,
“Hadrosaurs, the so-called ‘duck-billed’ dinosaurs, were common in the Late
Cretaceous. They were large, usually bipedal, herbivorous animals that may
have occasionally walked on all fours. They had a toothless, ducklike snout, but
toward the rear of the jaws was a battery of teeth that formed grinding surfaces
capable of reducing course vegetation to digestible mash. Marvelous skin
impressions from the Baja hadrosaur Lambeosaurus laticaudus yells us the
sizes, arrangement, height, and even texture of this animal’s scales and give a
beautiful picture of what it looked like when it was alive. Hadrosaurs were
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perhaps the most common dinosaur to have inhabited the Pacific coastal region
of California, and indeed, more hadrosaurian remains have been found in
California than those of any other dinosaur” (p.43-44). This information gives a
great description of the hadrosaur and its importance in California’s paleontology
and will help me show the students accurate information concerning the creature.
Hilton (2003) describes the ankylosaurs found in San Diego County,
California, “Ankylosaurs were armored quadrupeds originating as far back as the
Early Jurassic, the skeletal remains of which have been found on every continent
except South America. The boney armor of ankylosaurs, which separates them
from all other dinosaurs, consisted of tall spikes, short spines or spikes, and
keeled plates arranged in transverse bands along the length of the body and tail.
The characteristic tail club was made from large terminal plates all fused
together. An underlying band of bone was often fused to the armor of the neck.
The front legs of ankylosaur were typically stocky, resembling those of
stegosaurs. All four legs were modified to carry the weight of the heavily
armored body” (p.39). Based on this quote I can describe the ankylosaur in
detail while presenting the PowerPoint to the students.
Hilton (2003) also describes albertosaurus, “Among the meat-eating
varieties of dinosaurs were large big-headed theropods with small arms and
strong legs. A good example is the genus Albertosaurus, a more lightly built,
smaller relative of Tyrannosaurus. Its fossils have been found in Late
Cretaceous deposits in Baja California. Albertosaurus was a bipedal carnivore
with muscular hind legs and small, comparatively weak forelimbs, each sprouting
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two-fingered hands, complete with claws. Small sets of horn-like projections of
bone were on top of the skull: a larger set-in front of the eye and smaller ones in
back. Adults were about twenty-five feet long and had strong jaws lined with
sharp, serrated teeth mounted in a wide-muzzled skull that were perfectly built for
ripping the flesh from its victims” (p.54). I’m sure the students will love the
relative of the Tyrannosaurus and this information will help me explain this family
of dinosaurs well.
Hilton (2003) describes what a pterosaur looked like, “Unlike birds that use
feathers as flight surfaces, pterosaurs solved the problem of flight by having a
long-extended finger attached to a broad expanse of skin that trailed back along
its body in the rear. Pterosaur’s fossils have been found in marine sedimentary
rocks, perhaps indicating that many pterosaurs were like pelicans and other
ocean birds in lifestyle” (p.69). This information helps the students to relate the
pterosaur to birds which they all know very well. Pterosaurs were also
mentioned by Dr. Scott Persons (2019), “The Triassic also saw the first
vertebrates to conquer the air. These were not dinosaurs but close relatives and
branched off from the reptilian family tree at roughly the same time as dinosaurs
did. Unlike birds, which have arms that support wings made of feathers, and
bats, which have wings made of skin stretched between multiple fingers,
pterosaurs have membranous wings supported by a single extremely elongated
finger” (p.121). This information also helps to explain different types of
evolutionary flight with organisms the students can relate too. Though not a
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dinosaur, these reptiles are well known by students and should be explained as
relatives to the dinosaurs.
Persons (2019) explains what the marine reptile the plesiosaurs looked
like, “Most plesiosaurs had large chests and torsos, broad paddle-shaped limbs,
and relatively short tails. Some had short necks and huge jaws, and others had
elongated serpentine necks with small heads” (p.121). Here too the plesiosaurs
are not a dinosaur but it is a well-known marine reptile that has been found in
California. I can also use the plesiosaur as an example of fossils you might find
in an area mostly underwater like California was at the time of the dinosaurs.
All this literature on fossils, dinosaurs, and their relatives will help me
present important information to the students as they follow along with the
PowerPoint with key details. I have already attempted some of these
discussions on California Dinosaurs with second grade students and they seem
to enjoy learning the information.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

The goal of this project is to create an early San Bernardino history and
California dinosaurs and fossils curricula for students in elementary school. To
achieve this goal, I will complete the following steps: I will create two curricula on
California paleontology and early San Bernardino history. Specifically, this
project will develop two curricula for elementary aged students in San
Bernardino. The first curriculum will be one based anthropologically on the local
history of indigenous groups and early San Bernardino history. The second will
be based on paleontology here in California with a focus on dinosaurs and
fossils. Each will be able to be conducted in a day for a whole cohort of students
with the help of the teachers. The classes will be rotated every hour so the
whole cohort can be accommodated. They will have a presentation, an in-class
museum, a hands-on outside excavation, an art component, and watch a
documentary. The curricula will be reviewed by relevant educators, and the
curricula will incorporate the suggestions of those reviewing, hopefully adjusting
the curricula so that the students and teachers will have a well-rounded
understanding of the local information regarding this subject matter.
Chapter two the review of literature is divided into three main components.
The first component is the educational approaches and information that is
appropriate for building curricula. I divided this section into five parts bases on
the educational theories and content that I believe will help the students
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understand the material. The theories and approaches explored are
constructivism, critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual
approaches, and place-based approaches. The second and third components of
this review are the information I will use to construct the PowerPoints for the
curricula. This literature will consist of information that appropriately describes
early San Bernardino history and paleontology for the PowerPoint presentations.
Chapter three the methodology of this project is to create an early San
Bernardino history and California dinosaurs and fossils curricula for students in
elementary school. Then I will send the curricula to experts and have them
critique the lessons and information provided. After I will use their input to
improve the curricula to provide lessons that help teachers with the required units
they have teach to the students.
Chapter four the results of this project is to create two curricula that will be
used in my presentation business. The first being early San Bernardino history
and the other being Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These curricula are
meant to provide teachers with extra resources when teaching these units and to
give the students a fun way to learn these subjects required by the standards
from State of California teaching guidelines. The results data from the experts
will guide the building of my curricula.
Chapter five the results of this project was to create two curricula that will
be used in my presentation business. The first being early San Bernardino
history and the other being Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These
curricula are meant to provide teachers with extra resources when teaching
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these units and to give the students a fun way to learn these subjects required by
the standards from State of California teaching guidelines. I believe with the help
of my graduate committee members, the experts with their suggestions, and the
current literature I created educational and exciting curricula for the students. I
also suggest the potential for future research. This would be adding to the
curricula as new information comes to my attention or new types of presentations
are created for me business.

Review of the Literature

The first step in the methodology will be a review of the literature including
the following topics: I will review literature on constructivist theory and critical
pedagogy, especially studying the theory and approaches to teaching that will
help me to build curricula that are inclusive and informed. Approaches like
cooperative groups, multilingual, place-based learning and PowerPoint will help
me build solid day curricula with sound educational tools. Second, I will review
the studies on local paleontology with a focus on California dinosaurs and fossils.
This will provide information from the California area for the paleontology
curriculum. Third, I will review the literature on the three local indigenous groups
the Serrano, Gabrielino, and Cahuilla nations. This will help me add in local
culture, beliefs, and lifeways to the history curriculum. Finally, I will review
history books on early San Bernardino history to build a curriculum based on
local information.
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Draft of Curricula and Guidelines

In the second step in my methodology, I will develop the two curricula with
the guidelines of learning local science and history that makes it enjoyable and
engaging for the students to learn. These two curricula will also provide
additional information for the teachers’ school mandated instructional units. I will
develop these curricula to give the students and teachers a chance to
understand our local history and paleontology that fit well with most of the STEM
disciplines, science, technology, engineering and mathematics. These learning
techniques should allow for an in-depth learning environment for the students to
build a foundation in paleontology and history of San Bernardino, hopefully
inspiring them to become future historians and scientists themselves. These
teaching programs also allow for the teachers to educate their students with
techniques and information that they may not be updated on or proficient in;
thereby giving them a chance to learn and enjoy the content, while participating
in the program.

San Bernardino History Curriculum

The early San Bernardino history curriculum will be divided into five parts
with hour rotations of classes in the cohort. The five parts of the curriculum will
be a PowerPoint presentation, an in-class museum, an outside archaeological
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excavation, an art room, and a documentary room. The curriculum will begin
with a PowerPoint presentation of early San Bernardino history starting with local
indigenous peoples, then moving into the early history of our area post contact.
The PowerPoint will include facts, dates, and art or photographs from these time
periods. It will be presented to the whole cohort at the beginning of the day in the
auditorium and be about 45 minutes in length, then the curriculum will conclude
with a question-and-answer portion for the teachers and students.
The in-class museum will offer the opportunity for students to see artifacts
from our early history that will give them a better understanding of the time
periods presented. I have collected many artifact examples during my studies
and will bring them into the class room. For example, seeing a pestle and mortar
or an arrowhead from the indigenous cultures of our area, will help to explain
what these items were used for and what they look like. The students will have a
museum worksheet to help them navigate the artifacts, identify their favorite, and
write about what they saw in the museum.
The outside archaeological excavation will be conducted in large plastic
pools. These pools are filled with imitation historical items that will be covered in
sand to find through precise scientific digging. The pools will be divided into
quarters on a north-south axis. The students will have a worksheet on a
clipboard to draw where the artifacts were found in the pool. The students will
then measure and draw in the artifacts. Then the student will take notes on what
they see and describe what they found using archaeological methods.
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The art room will be run by the teacher and can include drawing, building,
or painting an artifact from our local history. This gives the teachers input into
the program and also allows them to use the art resources they currently have
available. For example, the teachers could have the class bring in a rock from
home to paint indigenous big horned sheep on them. Or teachers could find
pictures or photographs from the time period they wish. Then the students will
analyze it to recreate or draw the setting or artifacts.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
our local history. The teacher will run this room and pick the content based on
what they think is appropriate and engaging for their students. I will offer
examples if needed on what they can watch. For example, the documentary,
“The People of the Pines” about the Yuhaaviatam clan of San Bernardino area,
this documentary describes the history, religion, and customs of the Yuhaaviatam
and recounts the struggles with genocide and western expansion into their lands.

Paleontology and California Dinosaurs Curriculum

The paleontology and California dinosaurs curriculum will be divided into
five parts with hour rotations for the classes in the cohort. It contains five parts
including a PowerPoint presentation, an in-class museum, an outside
archaeological excavation, an art room, and a documentary room.
The PowerPoint presentation of California dinosaurs from our area will
include facts, dates, art, and photographs of fossils from the species that lived in
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the area. It will be presented to the whole cohort at the beginning of the day in
the auditorium, being about 45 minutes in length. Then it will conclude with a
question-and-answer portion for the teachers and students.
An in-class museum will offer the students a chance to see fossils up
close, giving them a better understanding of what fossils are. I have collected
fossil examples and pseudo fossils during my studies and will bring them into the
class room. For example, seeing a fossilized turtle or megalodon tooth helps to
explain what these fossils looked like and are made of. The pseudo fossils like
wood or modern bones will help the students identify what really is a fossil. The
students will have a museum worksheet to help them navigate the fossils, identify
their favorite, and write about what they have seen in the museum. The outside
paleontological excavation will be conducted using large plastic pools. These will
be filled with wooden 3-D dinosaur models that are covered in sand, for the
students to find through precise scientific digging. The pools will be divided into
quarters on a north-south axis. The students will have a worksheet on a
clipboard to draw where the fossils were found during the excavation. The
students will measure, then draw in the imitation bones. Then the student will
take notes on what they see and describe what was found using paleontological
methods.
The art room will be run by the teacher. For example, the students could
draw a dinosaur skeleton or make a fossil imprint in water, flour, salt, and coffee
grounds mixture, to imitate what a fossil looks like. The fossil dough could be
made before hand, and shells or plastic dinosaurs could be pressed into it then
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left to dry. This will give the teachers input into the program and also allows
them to use the art resources they currently have available. The fossil making
can be messy, so some teachers may choose to have students draw instead.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
current paleontological research. The teachers run this room and pick the
content based on what they think their students will enjoy. I will also offer
examples if needed on what they can watch. For example, the documentary,
“California Dinosaurs and their Environment” which describes California
dinosaurs and the life-cycles and environments where they lived.

Data from the Experts

I will ask local educators to review my curricula and the information I found
from the literature. After they complete the review, I will ask them if these
curricula will work in a classroom setting and make the information enjoyable to
learn and teach. Another question will be if they feel any of this information is too
complex for the students, and how I can change it to make it easier to learn. This
process will help me refine and improve my curricula and guidelines, using the
educator’s real-world experiences and talent to help guide in creating an
informative and enjoyable day curriculum.
I picked three educators that have experience with dealing with
elementary students. Two of the experts are teachers who actually used these
types of units in a classroom setting. The third educator is an indigenous cultural
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expert to make sure my curricula content is appropriate and would not be
misleading or offensive. The three experts I chose have all been or were
employees of the San Bernardino City Unified School District (S.B.C.U.S.D.).
The first expert is Cindra Weber director of the Title 7 Indian Education Program
for the S.B.C.U.S.D. and an indigenous American. The second expert is Susan
Vega, a career teacher for S.B.C.U.S.D. who is currently teaching elementary at
the second-grade level. The third expert is Mary Beth Norris, a career
elementary school teacher for S.B.C.U.S.D., who just retired last year from
teaching second-grade. I chose these experts because of their incredible wealth
of knowledge and my trust in their abilities and skills when teaching.

Analyzing the Data

After collecting the data from the educators, I will look at all the recorded
responses and suggestions to look for patterns. Then I will identify what needs
to be corrected, added, or deleted from my curricula and guidelines. These
expert opinions will help strengthen my overall understanding of how the
students and teachers will respond to the day curricula, and suggest potential
improvements to the curricula. It will also help me identify any problems before
putting the programs into practice, allowing me to change the curriculum based
on their combined real-world experience.
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Revising the Curricula

Given the analysis of the data provided by my three experts, I will revise
the curricula based on my evaluation of the experts’ suggestions.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

As documented in Chapter three, the methodology for this project
consisted of the follow steps: completing a review of literature, developing a draft
of the curricula and guidelines for feedback from selected experts, selecting
experts for feedback and collecting the data from the experts, analyzing the data
from the experts, and finally revising the curricula. The review of literature
focused on the three main components of my project, educational approaches
and information appropriate for curriculum building, including constructivism,
critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual approaches, and
place-based approaches; early San Bernardino history; and the history of
Paleontology and California dinosaurs. The second and third component being
information necessary to build the history and paleontology PowerPoints for the
curricula. The draft of the curricula and guidelines are the completed lessons
based on science and history. These are meant to be engaging for the students
to learn the stated goals of the curricula and help the teachers augment the units
required by the state of California for elementary science and history. The data
from the experts helped me form and add to the ideas for the curricula. I did this
by picking experts with long teaching histories of elementary students in these
subject areas. Having seasoned teaching experts review these curricula
provided insight concerning how to improve the units. Analyzing the data from
the experts also helped me to focus on what is important when trying to help the
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teachers and student complete the units consistent with the California standards.
Their expertise and long teaching experience helped guide me to create a proper
and well-rounded educational experience for the students when building these
curricula. Finally, the last component of the methodology allowed me to adjust
my curricula into its final form based on the suggestions of the experts. In the
remainder of this chapter, I will review the results of each step of the
methodology.

Review of the Literature

The review of literature was the culmination of all my reading concerning
the three main components of my project: (1) educational approaches and
information appropriate for curriculum building; (2) literature concerning early San
Bernardino history; and (3) literature concerning paleontology of California
dinosaurs and fossils. By studying the different educational approaches, I
developed a better understanding of how I wanted to build these two curricula to
make them engaging and enjoyable. The review of the literature concerning
constructivism, critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual
approaches, and place-based approaches helped me understand what
educational techniques might work best in the curricula, providing many
approaches to choose from when developing my curricula. Integrating a variety
of approaches gives the students different ways of learning. Not all students
learn the same way or are attracted to the same teaching styles. So, the use of
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different approaches may grab some of the students attention, then another
approach may bring in other students that were not initially engaged in critical
thinking about the lessons.
The early San Bernardino history literature helped me build a PowerPoint
that was filled with interesting local facts about San Bernardino. These facts,
photos, and people presented in the PowerPoint will help the students relate to
their local history. Information that they may have come across at local
museums, statues, family stories, or monuments can help them relate better to
the history being taught in the curriculum.
The California dinosaurs and fossils literature provided me with
information that helped me build the paleontology California dinosaurs and fossil
PowerPoint for the curriculum. Teaching about local California fossil finds and
dinosaurs helps the students understand that there were prehistoric dinosaurs,
plants, and animals from the surrounding areas that they can relate too.
Knowing a fossil came from the areas close to you creates interest locally. This
might encourage a student to visit a site where fossils were found or a local
museum exhibiting the fossils.

Draft of Guidelines

The second step of the methodology involved completing guidelines
concerning the curricula developed for this project to be reviewed by local
experts to provide feedback on the quality of the curricula, as well as the need for
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any revisions. Specifically, I prepared the drafts of my two curricula with the
guidelines of learning local science and history that makes it enjoyable and
engaging for the students to learn. These two curricula also provide additional
information for the teachers’ school mandated instructional units. I developed
these curricula to give the students and teachers a chance to understand our
local history and paleontology that fit well with most of the STEM disciplines,
science, technology, engineering and mathematics. These learning techniques
should allow for an in-depth learning environment for the students to build a
foundation in paleontology and the history of San Bernardino, hopefully inspiring
some students to become future historians and scientists themselves. These
teaching programs also allow for the teachers to educate their students with
techniques and information that they may not be aware of; thereby giving them a
chance to learn and enjoy the content, while participating in the program. The
written description of the drafts is below and the full draft of the curricula with the
corresponding worksheets, are in appendices A and B. Below I describe briefly
the two curricula given to the experts in step three before any revisions based on
their feedback.

Early San Bernardino History Curriculum

The early San Bernardino history curriculum is divided into five parts with hour
long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be completed in about
six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and the time it takes to
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rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered for lunch for the
students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an hour to set-up and
put all the materials away. The total day curriculum can be completed in about
eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on early San Bernardino history. The presentation
starts with local indigenous groups’ pre-history, then moves into the early history
of our area post-contact. The PowerPoint will be added separately from the
written portion of this project. The in-class museum will offer the opportunity for
students to see artifacts from our early history that will give them a better
understanding of the time periods presented. The students will see many
artifacts like a pestle and mortar or an arrowhead from the local indigenous
cultures of our area. The artifacts are labeled with information so they are easily
identified. An example of the museum worksheet is provided in appendix A. The
outside archaeological excavation will be conducted in large plastic pools. These
pools will be filled with imitation historical items that will be covered in sand,
rocks and debris. The students will then be instructed to find the artifacts through
precise scientific digging. An example of the excavation worksheet is provided in
appendix A. The art room will be run by the teacher and can be drawing,
building, or painting an artifact from our local history. Adding an art component
to the curriculum should be engaging and helps the students enhance their
artistic abilities. The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn
about our local history. This information will add more in depth learning for the
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students and allow the teacher to emphasize components of the subject they
wish the students to focus on.

The Paleontology and California Dinosaurs Curriculum

The paleontology and California dinosaurs curriculum is divided into five
parts with hour long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be
completed in about six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and
the time it takes to rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered
for lunch for the students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an
hour to set-up and put all the materials away. The total day curriculum can be
completed in about eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on paleontology and California dinosaurs. The
PowerPoint includes facts, dates, art, and photographs that describe these time
periods, with information used and referenced in the review of literature. The
PowerPoint will be added separately from the written portion of this project. An
in-class museum will offer the students a chance to see fossils up close, which
should give them a better understanding of what fossils are. The students will
have a museum worksheet to help them navigate the fossils, identify their
favorite, and write about what they have seen in the museum. An example of the
museum worksheet is in appendix B.
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The outside paleontological excavation will be conducted using large
plastic pools. These will be filled with wooden 3-D dinosaur models that are
covered in sand, rocks, and debris for the students to find through precise
scientific digging. The students will have a worksheet on a clipboard to draw
where the fossils were found during the excavation. An example of the
excavation worksheet is provided in appendix B. The art room will be run by the
teacher and can be drawing of a dinosaur skeleton or making a fossil imprint in
water, flour, salt, and coffee grounds mixture, to imitate what a fossil looks like
and how they are made in nature. The art room helps make learning fun and lets
the students work with their hands to create something they can take home with
them. The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
current paleontological research. There are hundreds of good paleontology
videos on YouTube that the students can enjoy and learn current dinosaur facts.

Data from the Experts

The third step of the methodology involved gathering data from experts
concerning the quality of the two curricula, as well as any feedback from the
experts concerning improving the curricula. In this section, I will identify the
experts contacted, the questions they were asked, and their responses. After the
experts’ suggestions, I will explain how I will use or not use their suggestions in
revising the curricula. The experts’ suggestions come from extensive experience
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in the field of teaching and provide many suggestions that will improve my
curricula for use in the local schools.
The three experts I chose have all been or were employees of the San
Bernardino City Unified School District (S.B.C.U.S.D.). The experts have
extensive experience in teaching science, culture, and history at the elementary
level. The first expert is Cindra Weber director of the Title 7 Indian Education
Program for the S.B.C.U.S.D. and is an indigenous American. The second
expert is Susan Vega a career teacher for S.B.C.U.S.D. and is currently teaching
elementary at the second-grade level. The third expert is Mary Beth Norris a
career elementary school teacher for S.B.C.U.S.D., who just retired last year
from teaching second-grade. I chose these experts because of their incredible
wealth of knowledge and my trust in their abilities and skills when teaching.
Here are the questions I sent the three experts and their suggestions for
improving my curricula for teaching science, culture, and history of San
Bernardino.

Questions Sent to the Experts

Please respond to these three questions concerning the draft of the
curriculum for my master’s project. You can submit your responses either in an
email or word document. If neither of these options works for you, I can arrange
for an interview. The draft includes a PowerPoint presentation which is attached
separately in a PDF format.
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1. In your opinion will these day curricula help make learning history and
science engaging and interesting for the students in 2nd grade for Paleo-Day and
for the students in 4th grade for Early San Bernardino History?
2. Will these curricula help the teachers fulfill the science and history units
required by SBCUSD?
3. Can you help me by identifying and explaining any additional
improvements you might suggest for these day curricula? Also, please make any
additional comments concerning the curricula that you believe will be useful in
revising the curricula.
Thanks for your valuable input!

Expert Suggestions

Expert #1, Cindra Weber
Suggestions
Your curriculum is most engaging. I find your use of artifacts as well as
the application of techniques required in their discovery fascinating. I believe that
your presentation of the material in this manner, with the energy you mentioned,
will be very engaging for the students and stimulate genuine curiosity. I believe
your curriculum, as presented here more than adequately fulfills all requirements.
Perhaps one improvement could be the inclusion of mammals. Recent
discoveries in the area reveal quite an intricate web of biodiversity in the
Pleistocene around the San Bernardino area.
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Expert #2, Susan Vega
Suggestions
Yes, the Paleo Day was very fun and the children loved it. Hands on
activities is always a good idea to use with especially young students. The
museum piece of the day and the excavation pools were extremely engaging.
The curriculum changed in 2016. Simply teaching fossils and dinosaurs is
no longer in the new framework. You can look up the Calif. Science Framework
online by grade level. Your curriculum can easily be adapted/tweaked to help the
teachers meet the framework.
Some ways to adapt your Paleo Day Curriculum might be; change the
objectives for the same activity. For example, you can use the excavation pools
by having children not only sketch the dinosaurs they find, but to count how many
are in each grid. They could take the data to the documentary room and create
bar graphs on how many was in each grid. (Math connections) They could also
map out on a chart or papers the steps of their investigation and discuss why the
paleontologist use these steps. (Planning and carrying out investigations). If you
can relate the activities to STEM concepts, that would be an easier sell for
teachers to use with their administrators.
During your PowerPoint I would break it up by stopping and charting a
timeline of the history of the earth. You could use a cause-and-effect T chart to
have students hear about a cause and then what happened. Audiences do
better when they both see and hear in repetition.
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When I knew our Paleo Day was coming, I began to prepare the students.
I taught the vocabulary using word searches and matching using a pocket chart.
Another fun activity students like, is to search online using their iPad or
computers to find answers to questions posed on worksheets. I let them work in
small groups and we made a game of it. You might want to create pre and post
activities for teachers to use.
Finally, rather than a video or art (personally, I loved the clay imprints but
many teachers don’t like the mess) maybe students could work in groups and
create their own Paleo game.
Second part San Bernardino History
Yes, it would be engaging. Maybe add more local legends, words that you
know in the language of the people, and explain their economics in trading, etc.
These would help it fit the framework for teachers. I would encourage you to give
a packet of pre and post activities like they hand teachers at the Zoo and Living
Desert.
I think Cindra would know much better than I would about activities. When
I taught 4th grade, I did explain to students how the yucca plant was like a
Walmart to California Indians. One stop shopping for soap, brushes, needles for
sewing, food, etc. They really understood the connection between plants and the
society.
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Expert #3, Mary Beth Norris
Suggestions
Yes, I agree that these day curricula help make learning history and
science fun for the students in 2nd grade. From my experience having
participated in Paleo-Day, I’ve observed my 2nd grade students enjoy a day full
of exploring and examining pre-historic artifacts. Paleo-Day is a great
experience for students to gain a peek into history. Allowing these young
scholars to connect learning with all of these fun activities. Paleo-Day gives
these 2nd graders from the city of San Bernardino an opportunity to explore their
curiosity of the past with hands-on and visual experiences. Having fun while
learning helps students retain information better because the process is
enjoyable and memorable.
Yes, students can demonstrate an understanding of the history of planet
Earth. Students can ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, when,
why and how to demonstrate understanding. Students are expected to do more
than simply know about science; they need to think like a scientists and
engineers.

Analyzing the Data

In this portion of the project, I will analyze and explain my responses to the
experts’ suggestions. Then I will identify what I found in the data to make the
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curricula more effective. I didn’t apply all the suggestions and will explain my
rationale for why it was not necessary. Overall, the experts analysis was very
helpful and inspiring.

My Response to the Data from the Experts

Expert #1, Cindra Webber
Cindra Weber’s suggestion to add mammals into the curricula is an
excellent idea. In the fossil museum portion of the curriculum, I have an exhibit
that includes Pleistocene fauna. This will help the students relate to the exhibit,
as they can compare the fossils and animals to current living specimens; for
example, by comparing the modern elephant’s relationship to the extinct
mastodon. I love her suggestion to add mammals to the Early San Bernardino
History curriculum. Adding what the indigenous people and settlers in this area
hunted for food, clothing, and resources can teach the students about local
animals and their importance to survival in the past.

Expert #2 Susan Vega
Susan Vega’s suggestions will add a great deal to the legitimacy of my
curricula. She suggested I look into the new 2016 science framework for
curricula, to adapt my lessons to the new standards. I went to the California
Department of Education 2016 Revised Science Framework for second grade
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and here is what I found that I can use to improve my curricula to help fulfill the
current teaching standards: “California’s Next Generation Science Standards
The goal of the California Next Generation Science Standards (CA NGSS)
is to prepare California students to be informed citizens and future scientists.
Students build science mastery through repeated learning experiences centered
around everyday events in nature and their lives (“phenomena”). Focusing
instruction around these observable phenomena allows students to understand
how their world works and gives them the tools to solve problems they identify in
it. Students shift from learning facts about science to actually engaging in the
practices of science. They learn how to be scientists!” (California Department of
Education Science Framework. 2019, p.1).
The goal of observing phenomena to understand the world we live in can
be integrated into the museum component of the curricula by teaching the
student to record the information they find when studying the fossils and
comparing it to modern skeletons and plants. Also, while excavating the
students can experience the everyday events of a paleontologist. They can see
how modern items like wood, shells, and leaves can be mixed in with fossils then
decide which processes deposited them there. Did the wind, water, burrowing
organisms, or human related activities place modern specimens with ancient
ones? This can help the student visualize these processes that may have
deposited the fossils in the first place. This approach should help the student
think like an informed scientist or paleontologist, an important goal of the
framework.
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I also found that adding modern plants to the fossil studies into the
lessons can help fulfill the state standards:
“Life Science: How do plants survive and thrive? Students conduct
investigations to determine what plants need in order to grow, examine seed
dispersal and pollination of plants, and make observations of the diversity of life
in different habitats” (California Department of Education Science Framework.
2019, p.3).
Using these current science framework teaching standards, I can add the
study of and comparison of fossilized plants to modern plants in my lesson plans.
In the fossil museum for the California Dinosaurs curriculum there is a fossilized
plant and algae exhibit. I can ask the students to identify and draw a plant fossil
from the collection then compare it to a modern plant they have seen.
Her suggestion of adding math connections is something I have been
trying to accomplish with my curricula. By having the students measure the
fossils in the museum when describing them, then pointing out how many bones,
teeth, and body parts they see, can help them imagine what the specimen looked
like when alive. I like her suggestion of counting the fossils in the excavation. I
can add to the excavation work sheet questions about how many and which
quadrant they found the fossils in. Then with the data they collected they can
determine where would be the best place to continue excavating in the future.
This is similar to what a paleontologist would do, as we discover concentrations
of specimens and decide where would be the best place to dig next to find the
most information.
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Her suggestion of timelines is already covered in the PowerPoint, as it
focuses on the Mesozoic era 250 to 65 million years ago. This is the time period
that dinosaurs roamed the Earth. Also, in the museum the fossils are labeled
with the species and what time period the fossil is from to help the students form
a mental timeline. This information helps with their descriptions of the fossil
specimens.
Susan’s suggestion of pre and post activities for the teachers to do is
something I will leave up to the teachers. Before a presentation I will send all the
worksheets and the PowerPoint ahead of time and have them review the
material. I leave it up to them which direction they wish to expand the curriculum.
Teachers know what standards they have covered and how they wish to achieve
those objectives.
The suggestion of removing the video room is not something I wish to do.
This lesson is a good way for the students to get the most up to date scientific
information. It also allows the teachers to pick documentaries that they think the
class would like and relates best to their style of teaching. The video room is
also scheduled after the excavation. On hot days the students need time to cool
off and calm down from the fun of the excavation.
The suggestion of creating a game is a good idea, but I would rather the
students draw a dinosaur skeleton or scene of early San Bernardino history.
This creates a connection with the curriculum. A game might be hard to
administer within the time frames in which the lesson must be completed, but
might be something I could look at as an option in the future.
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Her suggestion of the connection of plants and society is something I can
teach during the PowerPoint of early San Bernardino history. I mention the
collecting of plants to use as food and resources. I can surely mention the
importance of Yucca and all its uses to the local indigenous peoples in our area.
I can also have the students draw a plant and something it is used for in the art
room. This can create that connection I believe the expert was suggesting, by
comparing the plant to its use in an indigenous or early history setting.

Expert #3 Mary Beth Norris
Mary Beth Norris’s suggestion of helping students think like scientist and
engineers is important to fulfilling the standards mentioned previously by expert
#2. Helping student prepare to think like a historian, anthropologist, scientist,
and paleontologist is a great way to prepare them for these fields of study. My
hope is that a few of the students will take their studies to the next level and
become the scientists of the future. Perhaps students making their own
discoveries while pushing the scientific fields forward will eventually result in
them helping to teach the students of the future.

Rewrite of the Curricula and Guidelines

I analyzed the data from the experts and decided how to best apply the
suggestions to the curricula. Then I rewrote the curricula by integrating the
experts’ suggestions into the lesson plans. I updated the PowerPoints and
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worksheets to reflect the expert suggestions I chose to use. The updated
curricula are located in appendices C and D.

The most significant changes are

summarized here: Based on the suggestions of expert 1: I added mammals to
the two curricula to better represent the fossil record and help show what
indigenous peoples ate. Based on the suggestions of expert 2: I added
observing natural phenomena to understand the world we live in, and will have
students compare fossilized plants to modern plants in the museum and
excavation portions of the California dinosaurs and fossils curriculum. Then I
added plants and there uses to the early San Bernardino history curriculum.
These suggestions were based on the California Next Generation Science
Standards. Based on the suggestions of expert 3: I made sure to include helping
student to think like a scientist to both curricula to help the student prepare to be
a scientist in the future. I believe that these changes strengthened my curricula
and added current educational standards to my teaching.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

The goal of this project was to create two curricula that will be used to
meet educational goals for elementary students in San Bernardino. The first
curriculum concerned early San Bernardino history and the second curriculum
concerned Paleontology and California dinosaurs. These curricula are meant to
provide teachers with extra resources when teaching these units and to give the
students an engaging way to learn these subjects required by the standards from
State of California teaching guidelines. I believe with the help of my graduate
committee members, the experts with their suggestions, and the current literature
I created educational and exciting curricula for the students.
The review of literature was the culmination of all my reading on the three
main components of my project. The first component being educational
approaches and information appropriate for curriculum building, including
constructivism, critical pedagogy, the use of cooperative groups, multilingual
approaches, and place-based approaches. The second component was early
San Bernardino history and the third was the Paleontology and California
dinosaurs’ review. The second and third components being information that
helped me build the history and paleontology PowerPoints for the curricula. The
review of literature helped me provide current facts and information to build my
curricula. It also helped me understand the best educational approaches to
building and teach these lesson plans. The history and paleontology literature
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provided me with interesting facts to help make my PowerPoints engaging and
fun, while helping to fulfill the educational standards the teachers must complete
for these units.
The curricula and guidelines are the completed lessons based on science
and history. These are meant to be fun and engaging for the students to learn
the information and help the teachers augment the units required by the state of
California for elementary science and history. With the completed curricula, I will
be able to offer these curricula to local schools to supplement their curricula.
The data from the experts helped me form and add to the ideas for the curricula.
I did this by picking experts with long teaching histories of elementary students in
these subject areas. Having seasoned teaching experts review these curricula
provided insight on how to improve them. Their suggestions were very important
to creating well-rounded curricula that will help the teachers complete the units
required by the state of California teaching standards.
Analyzing the data from the experts also helped me to focus on what is
important when trying to help the teachers and students complete the units
required by the California standards.
In summary, their expertise and long teaching experience helped guide
me to create a proper and exciting educational experience for the students. The
suggestions were great additions to parts of the curricula that I did not initially
include. Their experience and wisdom were so important and helped me create
better curricula than I had imagined prior to starting this graduate project.
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Here, I will briefly summarize the major suggestions of the experts and my
revisions based on their suggestions discussed in chapter 4:

Summarized Suggestions from the Experts

Expert #1 Cindra Weber
Cindra Weber’s suggestion to add mammals into the curricula was an
excellent idea. In the fossil museum portion of the curriculum, I have an exhibit
that includes Pleistocene fauna, hopefully helping the students better relate to
the exhibit, as they can compare the fossils and animals to current living
specimens. For example, by having them compare the modern elephant’s
relationship to the extinct mastodon. I integrated her suggestion to add
mammals to the Early San Bernardino History curriculum. Adding what the
indigenous people and settlers in this area hunted for food, clothing, and
resources can teach the students about local animals and their importance to
survival in the past. Cindra Webber’s teaching experience and indigenous
upbringing made her suggestions very important to creating an inclusive and
locally accurate curricula. I believe the students will love to learn about how
mammals relate to our area in the Pleistocene period and culturally throughout all
the local indigenous communities’ histories.
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Expert #2 Susan Vega
Susan Vega’s suggestions added a great deal to the legitimacy of my
curricula. She suggested I look into the new 2016 science framework for
curricula to adapt my lessons to the new standards. I went to the California
Department of Education 2016 Revised Science Framework for second grade
and here is what I found that I used to improve my curricula to help fulfill the
current teaching standards:
“California’s Next Generation Science Standards
The goal of the California Next Generation Science Standards (CA NGSS) is to
prepare California students to be informed citizens and future scientists.
Students build science mastery through repeated learning experiences centered
around everyday events in nature and their lives (“phenomena”). Focusing
instruction around these observable phenomena allows students to understand
how their world works and gives them the tools to solve problems they identify in
it. Students shift from learning facts about science to actually engaging in the
practices of science. They learn how to be scientists!” (California Department of
Education Science Framework. 2019, p.1).
The goal of observing phenomena to understand the world we live in was
integrated into the museum component of the curricula by teaching the student to
record the information they find when studying the fossils and comparing it to
modern skeletons and plants. Also, while excavating the students can
experience the everyday events of a paleontologist. They can see how modern
items like wood, shells, and leaves can be mixed in with fossils then decide
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which processes deposited them there. Did the wind, water, burrowing
organisms, or human related activities place modern specimens with ancient
ones? This can help the student visualize these processes that may have
deposited the fossils in the first place. This approach should help the student
think like an informed scientist or paleontologist, an important goal of the
framework.
I also found that adding modern plants to the fossil studies into the
lessons can help fulfill the state standards: “Life Science: How do plants survive
and thrive? Students conduct investigations to determine what plants need in
order to grow, examine seed dispersal and pollination of plants, and make
observations of the diversity of life in different habitats” (California Department of
Education Science Framework. 2019, p.3).
Using these current science framework teaching standards, I added the
study of and comparison of fossilized plants to modern plants in my lesson plans.
In the fossil museum for the California Dinosaurs curriculum there is a fossilized
plant and algae exhibit. I can ask the students to identify and draw a plant fossil
from the collection then compare it to a modern plant they have seen. Her
suggestion of adding math connections is something I have been trying to
accomplish with my curricula. By having the students measure the fossils in the
museum when describing them, then pointing out how many bones, teeth, and
body parts they see, can help them imagine what the specimen looked like when
alive. I like her suggestion of counting the fossils in the excavation. I can add to
the excavation work sheet questions about how many and which quadrant they
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found the fossils in. Then with the data they collected they can determine where
would be the best place to continue excavating in the future. This is similar to
what a paleontologist would do, as we discover concentrations of specimens and
decide where would be best place to dig next to find the most information.
Also, her suggestion of timelines is already covered in the PowerPoint, as
it focuses on the Mesozoic era 250 to 65 million years ago. This is the time
period that dinosaurs roamed the Earth. Also, in the museum the fossils are
labeled with the species and what time period the fossil is from to help the
students form a mental timeline. This information helps with their descriptions of
the fossil specimens.
Susan’s suggestion of pre and post activities for the teachers to do is
something I will leave up to the teachers. Before a presentation I will send all the
worksheets and the PowerPoint ahead of time and have them review the
material. I leave it up to them which direction they wish to expand the curriculum.
Teachers know what standards they have covered and how they wish to achieve
those objectives.
The suggestion of removing the video room is not something I wish to do.
This lesson is a good way for the students to get the most up to date scientific
information out there. It also allows the teachers to pick documentaries that they
think the class would like and relate best to their style of teaching. The video
room is also scheduled after the excavation. On hot days the students need time
to cool off and calm down from the fun of the excavation.
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The suggestion of creating a game is a good idea, but I would rather the
students draw a dinosaur skeleton or scene of early San Bernardino history.
This creates a connection with the curriculum. A game might be hard to
administer within the time frames in which the lesson must be completed, but
might be something I could look into as an option in the future.
Her suggestion of the connection of plants and society is something I can
teach during the PowerPoint of early San Bernardino history. I mention the
collecting of plants to use as food and resources. I can surely mention the
importance of Yucca and all its uses to the local indigenous peoples in our area.
I can also have the students draw a plant and something the plant was used for
in the art room. This can create that connection I believe the expert was
suggesting, by comparing the plant to its use in an indigenous or early history
setting.

Expert #3 Mary Beth Norris
Mary Beth Norris’s suggestion of helping students think like scientists and
engineers is important to fulfilling the standards mentioned previously by expert
#2. Helping student prepare to think like a historian, anthropologist, scientist,
and paleontologist is a great way to prepare them for these fields of study. My
hope is that a few of the students will take their studies to the next level and
become the scientists of the future. Perhaps students making their own
discoveries while pushing the scientific fields forward will eventually result in
them helping to teach the students of the future.
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All of the experts helped me view the curricula through the eyes of
teaching professionals. It was important to get these expert points of view to
ensure the curricula were well rounded, engaging, and taught State of California
educational standards.
By completing these steps of my methodology, I was able to adjust my
curricula into it final form. I did this by adding the suggestions of the experts into
the lessons plans. I am very happy with the final results and am proud I will be
able to provide locally based educational experiences to the students.

Limitations to the Study

These curricula are primarily limited to schools in the Inland Empire and
San Bernardino areas. The geographic area these curricula can be taught are
limited; thereby limiting the generalizability of the curricula, on the other hand, the
curricula represent a very placed-based approach to education. Another
limitation is due to Covid restrictions in the school system; therefore, I have not
been able to take these curricula to the schools they are intended for. This
limitation should be remedied as schools open back up after the virus wanes in
the future. One last limitation is that there is so much information available on
paleontology and history, it’s hard to teach it all due to time constraints of only
having one day to present the material. This can be partially resolved by the
teachers continuing to teach these subjects after the presentation.
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The Significance of this Graduate Project

The main significance of this graduate project was creating the Early San
Bernardino History and Paleontology and California Dinosaurs curricula that can
be used to teach locally sourced information and studies relevant to the State
Standards. Building curricula that is focused on the local area helps the students
and teachers relate to the information better; sometimes even providing facts that
they may have come across while living in the area. It also helps teachers with
information that they may not have had much experience teaching or studying
before. Also, these curricula helped me expand my curricular expertise into the
new areas of Paleontology and local history that I have not taught before. My
hope is to make a positive impact on local education that can inspire students
and teachers to be proud of their surroundings and history.

Potential Future Research

The possibilities for future research after completing this project to me
seem endless. As new information on early San Bernardino history and studies
on paleontology become available, I can add to these curricula or even create
new ones. Also learning the process of building locally inspired curricula and
understanding the relevant education approaches can aid future presentations
that I decide to build. I have already begun brainstorming ideas for a Gold
Prospecting, Local Civics, and a more modern San Bernardino history curricula.
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The process for completing this project was inspiring! I hope it inspire others to
teach information that is close to home, no matter where you live, study, or teach.
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APPENDIX A

DRAFT OF EARLY SAN BERNARDINO HISTORY CURRICULUM
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The early San Bernardino history curriculum is divided into five parts with
hour long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be completed in
about six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and the time it
takes to rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered for lunch
for the students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an hour to setup and put all the materials away. The total day curriculum will be completed in
about eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on early San Bernardino history. Presenting with high
energy keeps the students and teachers paying attention. The presentation
starts with local indigenous groups pre-history, then moves into the early history
of our area post-contact. The PowerPoint includes facts, dates, art, and
photographs that describes these time periods, with information used and
referenced in the review of literature. This part of the day curriculum will be
presented to the whole cohort at the beginning of the day in the auditorium and
be about forty-five minutes in length. Then it will conclude with a fifteen-minute
question-and-answer portion for the teachers and students to inquire about the
information presented. The PowerPoint will be added separately from the written
portion of this project.
The in-class museum will offer the opportunity for students to see artifacts
from our early history, that will give them a better understanding of the time
periods presented. I have collected many artifact examples during my studies
and will bring them into the class room. Also being a member of several local
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historical clubs, gives me access to lots of museum quality artifacts to show the
students. The students will see lots of artifacts like a pestle and mortar or an
arrowhead from the local indigenous cultures of our area. Seeing these artifacts
up close will help in explaining what these items were used for and what they
look like. The students will have a museum worksheet to help them navigate the
artifacts, identify their favorite, and write about what they saw in the museum.
The artifacts are labeled with information so they are easily identified. An
example of the museum worksheet is provided at the end of this day curriculum.
The outside archaeological excavation will be conducted in large plastic
pools. These pools are filled with imitation historical items that will be covered in
sand, rocks and debris. The students are then instructed to find the artifacts
through precise scientific digging. Excavation tools will be provided and group
jobs will be assigned. The assigned jobs are digging, brushing, measuring, and
all students will take notes. The pools will be divided into quarters on a northsouth axis. The students will have a worksheet on a clipboard to draw where the
artifacts were found in the pool. The students will then measure and draw in the
artifacts, rocks, and debris. Then the students will take notes on what they see
and describe what they found using these archaeological methods. An example
of the excavation worksheet will be provided at the end of this day curriculum.
The art room will be run by the teacher and can be drawing, building, or
painting an artifact from our local history. This gives the teachers input into the
program and also allows them to use the art resources they currently have
available. For example, the teachers could have the class bring in a rock from
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home to paint indigenous big horned sheep on them. Or teachers could find
pictures or photographs from the time period they wish for the students to study.
Then the students will analyze it to recreate or draw the setting or artifacts.
Adding an art component to the curriculum is fun and helps the students enhance
their artistic abilities.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
our local history. The teacher will run this room and pick the content based on
what they think their students would enjoy. I will also offer examples if needed on
what they can watch. For example, the documentary, “The People of the Pines”
about the Yuhaaviatam clan of San Bernardino area. This information will add
more in depth learning for the students and allow the teacher to emphasize
components of the subject they wish the students to focus on.
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Early San Bernardino Excavation Worksheet
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APPENDIX B

DRAFT OF THE PALEONTOLOGY AND CALIFORNIA DINOSAURS
CURRICULUM
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The paleontology and California dinosaurs curriculum is divided into five
parts with hour long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be
completed in about six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and
the time it takes to rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered
for lunch for the students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an
hour to set-up and put all the materials away. The total day curriculum will be
completed in about eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on paleontology and California dinosaurs. Presenting
with high energy keeps the students and teachers paying attention. The
presentation starts with how fossils are formed, then transitions into California
dinosaurs and closely related species. The PowerPoint includes facts, dates, art,
and photographs that describes these time periods, with information used and
referenced in the review of literature. This part of the day curriculum will be
presented to the whole cohort at the beginning of the day in the auditorium and
be about forty-five minutes in length. Then it will conclude with a fifteen-minute
question-and-answer portion for the teachers and students to inquire about the
information presented.
An in-class museum will offer the students a chance to see fossils up
close, that will give them a better understanding of what fossils are. I have
collected fossil examples and pseudo fossils during my studies and will bring
them into the class room. For example, seeing a fossilized turtle or megalodon
tooth helps to explain what these fossils looked like and are made of. The
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pseudo fossils like wood or modern bones will help the students identify what
really is fossilized and what is not. The students will have a museum worksheet
to help them navigate the fossils, identify their favorite, and write about what they
have seen in the museum. The fossils are labeled with information for easy
identification. An example of the museum worksheet will be at the end of this day
curriculum.
The outside paleontological excavation will be conducted using large
plastic pools. These will be filled with wooden 3-D dinosaur models that are
covered in sand, rocks, and debris for the students to find through precise
scientific digging. The pools will be divided into quarters on a north-south axis.
The students will have a worksheet on a clipboard to draw where the fossils were
found during the excavation. The students will measure, then draw in the
imitation bones on the sheet to the equivalent spot where they were found in the
pool. Then the students will take notes on what they see and describe what was
found using paleontological methods. An example of the excavation worksheet
will be provided at the end of this day curriculum.
The art room will be run by the teacher and can be drawing of dinosaur skeleton
or making a fossil imprint in water, flour, salt, and coffee grounds mixture, to
imitate what a fossil looks like and how they are made in nature. The fossil dough
will be made before hand, and shells or plastic dinosaurs will be pressed into it
then left to dry. This will give the teachers input into the program and also allows
them to use the art resources they currently have available. The fossil making
can be messy, so some teachers may choose to draw instead. The art room
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helps make learning fun and lets the students work with their hands to create
something they can take home with them.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
current paleontological research. The teachers run this room and pick the
content based on what they think their students will enjoy. I will also offer
examples if needed on what they can watch. For example, the documentary,
“California Dinosaurs and their Environment”. There are hundreds of good
paleontology videos on YouTube that the students will enjoy.
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Excavation Worksheet
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APPENDIX C

EARLY SAN BERNARDINO HISTORY CURRICULUM
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The early San Bernardino history curriculum is divided into five parts with
hour long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be completed in
about six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and the time it
takes to rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered for lunch
for the students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an hour to setup and put all the materials away. The total day curriculum will be completed in
about eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on early San Bernardino history. Presenting with high
energy keeps the students and teachers paying attention. The presentation
starts with local indigenous groups pre-history, then moves into the early history
of our area post-contact. The PowerPoint includes facts, dates, art, and
photographs that describes these time periods, with information used and
referenced in the review of literature. (With the suggestion from the experts here
I added to the PowerPoint portion of the curriculum a section on mammals
associated with the indigenous peoples of the area. I added the cotton-tail rabbit,
grizzly bear, and mule deer and explained how they were used for food, clothing,
or as a resource.).
This part of the day curriculum will be presented to the whole cohort at the
beginning of the day in the auditorium and be about forty-five minutes in length.
Then it will conclude with a fifteen-minute question-and-answer portion for the
teachers and students to inquire about the information presented. The
PowerPoint will be added separately from the written portion of this project.
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The in-class museum will offer the opportunity for students to see artifacts
from our early history, that will give them a better understanding of the time
periods presented. I have collected many artifact examples during my studies
and will bring them into the class room. Also being a member of several local
historical clubs, gives me access to lots of museum quality artifacts to show the
students. The students will see lots of artifacts like a pestle and mortar or an
arrowhead from the local indigenous cultures of our area. Seeing these artifacts
up close will help in explaining what these items were used for and what they
look like. The students will have a museum worksheet to help them navigate the
artifacts, identify their favorite, and write about what they saw in the museum.
(The experts suggested I added lessons from the California standards. I added a
critical thinking question about how an artifact might be used and if it could have
multiple uses. This will encourage the student to think like an anthropologist.)
The artifacts are labeled with information so they are easily identified. An
example of the museum worksheet is provided at the end of this day curriculum.
The outside archaeological excavation will be conducted in large plastic pools.
(The suggestion from the experts about the California standard of having the
students thin like a scientist is achieved. By excavating like an archaeologist
allows them to think like an anthropologist.) The pools are filled with imitation
historical items that will be covered in sand, rocks and debris. The students are
then instructed to find the artifacts through precise scientific digging. Excavation
tools will be provided and group jobs will be assigned. The assigned jobs are
digging, brushing, measuring, and all students will take notes. The pools will be
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divided into quarters on a north-south axis. The students will have a worksheet
on a clipboard to draw where the artifacts were found in the pool. The students
will then measure and draw in the artifacts, rocks, and debris. Then the students
will take notes on what they see and describe what they found using these
archaeological methods. (I also added a question about if climate and geography
can help explain why an artifact was found in an area. This will help the students
understand the relationship between the setting and where the artifact was found.
This could also help explain if an environment has changed. For example, if a
fish hook was found in a dry desert area. It could mean the water was once in
the area but dried up.) An example of the excavation worksheet will be provided
at the end of this day curriculum.
The art room will be run by the teacher and can be drawing of building, an
artifact, or plant used from our local history. (Here the expert suggestion of
plants and the ways they are used is added to the lesson plan.) This gives the
teachers input into the program and also allows them to use the art resources
they currently have available. For example, the teachers could have the class
bring in a rock from home to paint indigenous big horned sheep on them. Or
teachers could find pictures or photographs from the time period they wish for the
students to study. Then the students will analyze it to recreate or draw the
setting or artifacts. Adding an art component to the curriculum is fun and helps
the students enhance their artistic abilities.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about
our local history. The teacher will run this room and pick the content based on
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what they think their students would enjoy. I will also offer examples if needed on
what they can watch. For example, the documentary, “The People of the Pines”
about the Yuhaaviatam clan of San Bernardino area. This information will add
more in depth learning for the students and allow the teacher to emphasize
components of the subject they wish the students to focus on.
On the following 4 pages are the worksheets provided for the archaeology
museum room and the archaeological excavation for the students to fill out. This
will help them with their observation and recording skills which are some of the
most important skills an anthropologist should know.
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APPENDIX D

THE PALEONTOLOGY AND CALIFORNIA DINOSAURS CURRICULUM
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The paleontology and California dinosaurs curriculum is divided into five
parts with hour long rotations of classes in the cohort. The curriculum can be
completed in about six hours with an hour presentation, four class rotations, and
the time it takes to rotate class rooms. An additional hour should be considered
for lunch for the students’ in-between class rotations. It will also take about an
hour to set-up and put all the materials away. The total day curriculum will be
completed in about eight hours.
At the start of the day curriculum a PowerPoint presentation given with
enthusiasm, will be shown on paleontology and California dinosaurs. Presenting
with high energy keeps the students and teachers paying attention. The
presentation starts with how fossils are formed, then transitions into California
dinosaurs and closely related species. The PowerPoint includes facts, dates, art,
and photographs that describes these time periods, with information used and
referenced in the review of literature. This part of the day curriculum will be
presented to the whole cohort at the beginning of the day in the auditorium and
be about forty-five minutes in length. Then it will conclude with a fifteen-minute
question-and-answer portion for the teachers and students to inquire about the
information presented.
An in-class museum will offer the students a chance to see fossils up
close, that will give them a better understanding of what fossils are. I have
collected fossil examples and pseudo fossils during my studies and will bring
them into the class room. For example, seeing a fossilized turtle or megalodon
tooth helps to explain what these fossils looked like and are made of. (Here I
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added the expert’s suggestion of adding some of the California standards to the
lesson plan. I added a question to the museum worksheet about plants and
which fossils relate to modern plants of today. I also added a question that helps
the student act like a scientist and use math. I asked the students on the
worksheet why they would need to record measurements and details about a
fossil to better understand it. This will encourage them to think like a
paleontologist.) The pseudo fossils like wood or modern bones will help the
students identify what really is fossilized and what is not. The students will have
a museum worksheet to help them navigate the fossils, identify their favorite, and
write about what they have seen in the museum. The fossils are labeled with
information for easy identification. An example of the museum worksheet will be
at the end of this day curriculum.
The outside paleontological excavation will be conducted using large
plastic pools. These will be filled with wooden 3-D dinosaur models that are
covered in sand, rocks, and debris for the students to find through precise
scientific digging. The pools will be divided into quarters on a north-south axis.
The students will have a worksheet on a clipboard to draw where the fossils were
found during the excavation. The students will measure, then draw in the
imitation bones on the sheet to the equivalent spot where they were found in the
pool. Then the students will take notes on what they see and describe what was
found using paleontological methods. An example of the excavation worksheet
will be provided at the end of this day curriculum. (On the worksheet as
suggested by the expert I added a chart where the students can record how
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many fossil bones, they found in each quadrant of the excavation pool. This will
allow the student to use their math skills to show the highest concentration of
specimens. With this information. They can answer the question of where they
should continue to excavate in the future. I also added a question asking to
describe all the different things they found in the excavation. For example,
finding modern trash, roots, or shells can help the student realize that specimens
can get mixed up. This will help them to think more like a paleontologist, by
having to sort out modern from ancient specimens.)
The art room will be run by the teacher and can be drawing of dinosaur
skeleton or making a fossil imprint in water, flour, salt, and coffee grounds
mixture, to imitate what a fossil looks like and how they are made in nature. The
fossil dough will be made before hand, and shells or plastic dinosaurs will be
pressed into it then left to dry. This will give the teachers input into the program
and also allows them to use the art resources they currently have available. The
fossil making can be messy, so some teachers may choose to draw instead. The
art room helps make learning fun and lets the students work with their hands to
create something they can take home with them.
The documentary room will allow the students to watch and learn about current
paleontological research. The teachers run this room and pick the content based
on what they think their students will enjoy. I will also offer examples if needed
on what they can watch. For example, the documentary, “California Dinosaurs
and their Environment”. There are hundreds of good paleontology videos on
YouTube that the students will enjoy.
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On the following 4 pages are the worksheets provided for the fossil
museum room and the paleontological excavation for the students to fill out. This
will help them with their observation and recording skills which are some of the
most important skills an anthropologist should know.
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